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Schedule of Services 
Sunday:  
Bible Study: 9:30 am 
Worship: 10:20 am & 5 pm 
Wednesday:  
Bible Study: 7:00 pm 
Ladies’ Class: 1st & 3rd Thu. 
9:30 am (Sep. – May) 
Pantry Open: 2nd Thu. of 
month 9:00 am—12:oo pm 
 
Works Supported: 
Eugene & Luvenia Jenkins: 
World Missions 
M. Ambedkar: India 
Eric Richardson: Memphis 
School of Preaching 
 

“Addiction to Pornography” by Brad Harrub 

Looking at Centerfolds has an Effect 
on who Stays in the Fold! 

Pornography is destroying the church. 
In the past year I have had over 20 
individuals confide to me that they are 
struggling with a pornography addiction. 
More than half of those were preachers. I 
speculate this epidemic is even worse in 
young people, who have easier access than 
previous generations but are more 
reluctant to discuss their viewing habits. 

Question: Has the church even 
acknowledged this problem exists? Are we 
prepared to deal with members who have 
this addiction? Are 
elders coming up 
with resources and 
solutions in their 
weekly meetings? 
Are we actively 
discussing 
preventative 
measures that will 
help our young 
people avoid this 
pitfall? Do we have 
individuals who can 
serve as 
accountability 
partners for those who are struggling? Are 
we inviting men to speak on this topic to 
inform congregations, or are we simply 
hoping our child will not be one of the 
statistics? Have we even given thought 
about how pornography is effecting our 
young people’s religious beliefs? 

A peer-reviewed study that appeared 
in the journal Social Forces has 
demonstrated just how much viewing 
pornography impacts individual’s religious 
beliefs—and the results are not good. 
Samuel L. Perry and George Hayward 

coauthored a study titled, “Seeing is (Not) 
Believing: How Viewing Pornography 
Shapes the Religious Lives of Young 
Americans.” (Social Forces, 2017, vol 95, pg 
1757-1788).  They reported,  “Fixed-effects 
regression models show that more 
frequent pornography 
viewing diminishes religious service 
attendance, importance of religious faith, 
prayer frequency, and perceived closeness 
to God, while increasing religious doubt.” 

In other words, porn is destroying the 
church! The authors went on to observe, 
“these effects hold regardless of gender.” 

Add to it that 
pornography is just 
more pervasive and 
just one-click away 
for the current 
generation of youth 
who are constantly 
plugged into their 
smartphones or 
tablets. In their study 
the authors tested 
three hypotheses: 
 
1. Pornography 
viewing will lead to 

lower levels of religiosity over time. 
2. Pornography viewing will have a 

stronger negative effect on religiosity 
during adolescence than during young 
adulthood. 

3. Pornography viewing will have a 
stronger negative effect on religiosity 
for males than females. 
 
Their first hypothesis was proved true 

in that pornography certainly impacts the 
viewer’s religious beliefs. The second 
hypothesis was found to be partially 
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correct in that it affected the importance of religious 
faith and perceived closeness to God, but there seemed 
no difference across the age spectrum on the negative 
effect on attendance and frequency of prayer. All age 
ranges diminished in attendance and frequency of 
prayer. Lastly, they found no difference between 
pornography viewing and gender, so there was no 
support for the third hypothesis. The research showed 
that males and females are affected equally. 

Josh McDowell recently commissioned “The Porn 
Phenomenon,” the largest survey into pornography 
addiction that has ever been conducted (see https://
www.josh.org/key-findings-in-landmark-pornography-
study-released/). In a personal interview with Josh I 
asked him why he commissioned the study. Josh 
responded, “Brad, five or six years ago, I realized there 
was a breakdown of authority of the scripture in 
churches. After research, I found it was pervasive 
Internet pornography. As soon as you get involved in 
pornography, you start to question the authority of 
scriptures, your past, your church, your parents.” Josh’s 
findings correlate precisely with the findings in the Perry 
and Hayward study. 

What’s more, it appears the effects on religious 
beliefs are worse for youth. Perry and Hayward 
observed, “The effects of viewing pornography on 
importance of faith, closeness to God, and religious 
doubts are stronger for teenagers compared to emerging 
adults.” Their belief is that young people still at home 
and under the moral influence of their parents 

experience greater internalized guilt and 
cognitive dissonance associated with their pornography 
use. 

Josh McDowell shared just how much of an epidemic 
pornography usage really is. He remarked: 

In 13-24 year olds, 81% of Christians actively seek 
out pornography. Now that is staggering. Now what the 
studies show, Brad, is that from 29 years old and 
younger, both in culture and the church, there’s been a 
distinct cultural generational shift in morality. With every 
age division you go up, fewer seek out pornography. But 
if you take 29 and under, you get a total shift in truth. 
56% will say that “not recycling” is a moral sin, but only 
32% will say watching porn is a moral sin. 

Recycling worse than pornography?! This is what 
happens when your conscience has been seared with a 
hot iron (1 Timothy 4:2) and you move away from 
absolute truth. 

The final conclusion of the Perry and Hayward study 
is one of the most troublesome: “the growth of 
pornography use may contribute to the decline of 
American religion itself.” This study should be a strong 
wake up call to all parents, elders, preachers, and 
teachers. We often wring our hands about the declining 
numbers in the church. This study should be a clarion call 
to parents to wake up and make sure you know what 
your children are viewing. It should be a wake up call to 
congregations about why some of our youth are leaving 
the church. It should be a wake up call to youth about 
the soul-endangering threat of pornography. 

Wisdom’s Corner by Mark McWhorter 

“Bradycardia ” 

Bradycardia is a medical term meaning a slow 
heart rate. The heart is designed by God to normally 
beat sixty to one hundred times per minute. These rates 
allow the heart to pump the right amount of blood to 
the body. The body needs the oxygen and nutrients that 
are in the blood. If the rate drops below sixty, the person 
can feel bad. The person will have less energy. The 
organs of the body may suffer and get ill from the lack of 
blood flow. 

In Luke 24:25, Jesus calls two individuals slow of 
heart. The Greek words could be translated bradycardia. 
Jesus calls these individuals slow of heart because they 
still do not understand that the prophets had spoken 
about Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection. They lacked 
proper understanding that Jesus had not come to set up 
an earthly kingdom. He had come to die as a sacrifice for 

the sins of mankind. But these disciples are confused. 
They have doubts that Jesus was the Messiah since he 
was crucified. 

Jesus is not saying these disciples have slow 
physical heart rates. He is saying they have spiritual 
bradycardia. Because of their slowness to understand 
the spiritual prophecies of the prophets, and their 
slowness to understand why Jesus had died, they were 
unhealthy spiritually. They were not enjoying the 
spiritual health that God had created them for. 

Study your Bible. Meditate on the things God has 
said. Have the proper spiritual health that God wants 
you to have. Do not have spiritual bradycardia. And if 
any of this is hard to understand, ask an adult to help 
you. 



ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

• Congratulations to  new grandparents, Jim and Shanna 
Kesling, on the arrival of Elijah James Kesling! He was born 
Feb. 6 to Coleman and Jenna Smith weighing  7lbs, 11 oz. 

IN NEED OF PRAYERS: 

In Nursing Homes: 

• Helen Burres, Rue Church, Ron Karraker. 

Ongoing Health Issues: 

• Lavena Brown, Rosa Hunt, Walter Hutcherson, Eugene 
Jenkins,  Brandi McLaughlin, Shirley Munson, Shirley Nield, 
Brenda Nolan, Jamie O’Connor, Walter Reed, Kenny & Bert 
Wyman  

Friends & Family:  

• Tom Dyke is in Centerpoint Hospital after suffering a 
stroke. They have asked for no visitors.  

• Greg Andrews, Christina Coatney, David Church, Phil 
Culbertson, Jackson Ferbit, Peter Hall, Tabby Jenkins,  
Earlene McLaughlin, Jenny Nichols, Anthony Rex, Robert & 
Marilyn Snell, Ted Thrasher, Elaine Williams, Betty 
Zumwalt. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Oak Grove: 

• Kathy is taking pictures of every family in the congregation  
for the new  church directory app.—both before and after 
church services Sunday AM & PM. 

• Feb 24: Youth Bible study at the Brown’s 

• Mar 31: Question and Answer  Sunday. Please place any 

Biblical questions you may have in the suggestion box and 
they will be addressed during the evening sermon. 

• April 7-10: Gospel Meeting with Derek Yarber 

Work Team News: 

• Feb 8: Team One will meet at the Blattel’s at 6 pm. 

• Feb 10: Team Two Receive Assignments 

• Feb 17: Team Three Receive Assignments 

 

Area Congregations: 

• Feb 9: Davis City, IA Bible Bowl 

• Mar 2 : 39th Street: Ladies Day  

• Mar 10-15: Blue Springs Meeting with Michael Bonner 

 

February Birthdays: Ali McLaughlin, 11; Abbie Hasselbeck, 
19; Sara Smith, 21; Walter Reed, Jana Sattler, 23    

February Anniversaries: Eugene and Luvenia Jenkins, 25 

THOSE SERVING: SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2019 

Announcements: Tim Smith  

Clean Baptistery: Jim Kesling  

Usher: Jim Kesling  A/V: Elijah McNiel 

Song leaders: Sunday AM: Darrell Andrews.  Sunday PM: Sean 
McLaughlin. Wednesday: Houston Boyd.  

Table:  David Wiesemann (H). Hershel Hunt. Steven Boyd. Elijah 
McNiel.  

AM Service: Prayer: Mike Brown. Prayer: Sean McLaughlin.      
Sermon: Jack McNiel. Prayer: Melvin Lunn. 

PM Service: Prayer: Derek Wiesemann. Sermon: Jack McNiel. 
Prayer: Shane Stevens.  

Wednesday:  

02/06 Devo: Sean McLaughlin. Prayer: Roy Smith. 

02/13 Devo: David Wiesemann. Prayer: Jack McNiel. 

THOSE SERVING: SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2019 

Announcements: Tim Smith  

Clean Baptistery: Jim Kesling  

Usher: Jim Kesling  A/V: Elijah McNiel 

Song leaders: Sunday AM: Darrell Andrews.  Sunday PM: Sean 
McLaughlin. Wednesday: Houston Boyd.  

Table:  Tim Smith (H). Melvin Lunn. Ashton Kelly. Sean 
Mclaughlin.  

AM Service: Prayer: Claude Andrews. Prayer: Hershel Hunt.      
Sermon: Jack McNiel. Prayer: Roger Stephenson. 

PM Service: Prayer: Roy Smith. Sermon: Jack McNiel. Prayer: 
Mike Brown.  

Wednesday:  

02/13 Devo: David Wiesemann. Prayer: Jack McNiel. 

02/20 Devo: Hershel Hunt. Prayer: Elijah McNiel. 

The King James Version (KJV) or New KJV is requested for all pulpit, classrooms, & scripture readings. 
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